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 What kind of books do you like best?

 Do you like English? Why or why not?

 What do you think of the importance of English?

 What are good hobbies and bad hobbies? Why?
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Questions Part 2

The important historic place

1.What is the place?
2.Where is it located?
3.Why do you think it is important?
Follow-up:

•What do you think of the historic place in the future?

•Will the government increase or decrease the safety guard?

•What are the changes to the local people and economy?

•What is the impact on the historic place by tourists?
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Part 3 

Describing a piece of equipment you often use 
at home or at work. You should say,

 What is it?

 What you do with it/ How to use it?

 How long you have had it?

 How important it is to you?
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Discussions 

 What are the impacts of electrical equipment on human’s life 
in the past ten years?

 What are the differences of the life in the past and at the 
present?

 What role does technological development play in people’s 
life?

 How will technology develop in the future?
 Do you have a mobile phone? What are its advantages?
 Why do many foreign countries develop faster than China?
 Why does the China’s West develop faster than China’s East?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages of computer and 

internet?
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Homework:  Look at these sentences and decide 
if they are true or false.

1. Formal letters are always longer than informal letters.
a. .......................................................................

2. In a formal letter it is acceptable to use colloquial English, slang and idioms.
a. .......................................................................

3. In a formal letter it is acceptable to use contractions (e.g., I've instead of I have).
a. .......................................................................

4. In a formal letter you should include your name and address at the top of the page.
a. .......................................................................

5. In a formal letter, you should always write the date in full (e.g., 1 April 2000 and not 1/4/00).
a. .......................................................................

6. In a formal letter, you should always put your full name (e.g., James Harcourt and not J. Harcourt) after your 
signature at the bottom of the letter..
a. .......................................................................

7. Formal letters do not need to be broken into paragraphs. It is acceptable to write them as one continuous 
paragraph.
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